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Discover Your Untapped Potential to Predict the FutureHave you ever had a hunch that became
reality? You may be ignoring signs from the universe about what is to come. Trish and Rob
MacGregor, authors and founders of the blog Synchro Secrets, explain how to train your brain
and recognize signs in order to enhance your innate precognitive abilities.Over 400 years ago,
Nostradamus wrote predictions that are still relevant, and even today, there are those who
experience dreams and physical symptoms prior to catastrophic events such as 9/11. Whether
you have had prophetic dreams about a loved one or wish to learn more about these mysterious
abilities, Sensing the Future will show you how to harness the power of your intuition. We all have
the ability to predict the future if we open ourselves up to the signs of the universe.
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Stella Carrier, “If You Believe Andor Have Experienced An Intuitive Circumstance(s). This
kindlebook Sensing The Future by Trish & Rob MacGregor includes stories pertaining to the
authors themselves and stories from other people on following andor acting on certain intuitive
clues andor circumstances benefited their life. The authors also helpfully include some ideas
towards seeing into the future andor changing it whenever feasible (following certain impulses
keeping a journal setting intentions, and more).”

atmj, “Many of the ways to intuit the future in a easy to read volume. This book is more of an
anthology of precognition covering all the ways our future can be sensed.Only the first 2
chapters really address the “average joes” sense or use of intuition.**** Chapter 1: We are all
Precogs: Every day intuition**** Chapter 2: Hooking Up with the Future: How to be more aware
of this senseSubsequent chapters deal more with the type, background and tools of
precognition**** Chapter 3: Planetary Empaths: Those who detect cataclysms.**** Chapter 4:
History of the Future: Literally the history of precognition**** Chapter 5: Tools for Tuning into the
Future: Various tools that are used for precognition**** Chapter 6: The Awesome Power of
Nature: Animals ability to forecast natural disasters**** Chapter 7: Dreaming the Future: People
who see the future in dreams**** Chapter 8: Altered States: Sensing the future during
meditation, hypnosis or not-fully conscious states.**** Chapter 9: Painting the Future:Painting
inspirations forecasting the futureThe next few chapters take a different turn and discuss the
people who are professional precogs and how precognition is only one possible future and
often, those who see the future play a part in a new understanding of our world. Often they are
not well understood until the future is now.\**** Chapter 10: Professional Precogs: The people
that get paid to do this**** Chapter 11: Rescripting the Future: Sensing it does not mean it’s
inevitable**** Chapter 12: Paradigm Shifts: Sometimes it’s a big deal, and the world is not
readyOverall this book was a quick read and a nice introduction to all the types of precognition
known.If you are skeptic, this book won’t sway you. If you are curious, it may well find a niche in
your library and if you are experienced or have researched more, this book just scratches the
surface, but may provide other avenues of thought.. One thing I did especially like was all the
references within. Many were books that I had already read, but some were books that I’m sure
I’d to read.”

Antigone Walsh, “The Future Is Yours....Or Is It?. Is the future something we create with intent
and emotion or is it already predetermined? After reading this book, it seems that the answer is
a bit of both. The authors tackle precognition urging readers to trust their intuition. Subjects
include dreams, signs and omens, psychometry, and the nature of time. It contains numerous
anecdotes including experiences with mediums and psychics that provoke thought if nothing
else. Included are some exercises to help the reader develop precognitive skills.this is an



interesting read. I do wish there had been more emphasis on skill development. There were a
few too many 911 stories and it really is time to put Nostradamus into retirement. I do give the
authors props for not answering my initial questions. I am reminded of the great Yogananda who
would visit an astrologer so he could schedule his tours for the most inauspicious times. He did
this to demonstrate that when one is connected with God all else is irrelevant. Some of the tales
have a hindsight is wiser than foresight feel. For instance a woman who lost her wedding ring is
convinced it was a portent of her subsequent divorce. The broken plate that was a gift to a friend
is interpreted as having been overlooked as an omen of a break up of an apparently agreeable
living situation. On the other hand, a lost ring could just be a lost ring and a broken plate just a
piece of damaged pottery. Still and entertaining and engaging read.”

The Modernist Medium, “An entertaining light introduction to tapping into the energy field around
us. Is the future preordained and written in stone or is is a field of possibilities that can be
changed based on a number of choices? In "Sensing the Future" by Rob and Trish MacGregor
explores the topic about sensing the future through various means such as dreams, signs,
psychometry, etc... By sharing a compilation of anecdotes and stories from people who have
"predicted the future", the authors show how 'normal' sensing events really are if you just pay
attention. From animal signs to dreams to Shamanic journeying-there's a little of everything in
here.I got this to us as a reference for my students but I think this is better geared towards the
general public who has a light interest in the metaphysical. It does have the very basic things to
get started - keep a journal,set intentions,look for signs, follow your impulses, believe and follow
through. While these are basic, the student also needs guidance to understand when they truly
are following intuition and not an emotional impulse. And as for signs- I am a professional
intuitive and I tell students that sometimes a bird is a "sign" and sometimes it's just a bird! It is a
subtle energy feeling that differentiates between the two..If you are interested in reading about
other people's experiences with intuition, this is an entertaining book. For those who may be
lightly interested in intuition it is a fun read. The exercises are spread through out the book,
which make it difficult to cut to the chase if you just want do to them and not read the stories.
There is also a chapter called "Tools for the Future" and discuss the I Ching, Astrology,
Numerology, Tarot, and Stichomany. While these are all great forms of divination, I believe there
are easier ways for someone to start to recognize their intuition. The first four really require an
entire book and time to study to understand and use them. Stichomany (Divination by book) is
the only one of the suggested exercises that a lay person could use to get a bit of prediction or
direction from Spirit/God/Higher Self/Divine. They also talk about Shamanic journeying a bit and
remote viewing with an exercise following each.Overall a good book for those who are starting to
get interested in the metaphysical world.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 22 people have provided feedback.
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